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IRISH EMBASSY. LONDON 

19 July, 1996. 

Mr. Sean O hUiginn, 
Second Secretary, 
Anglo-Irish Division, 
Department of Foreign Affairs, 
St. Stephen's Green, 
DUBLIN 2. 

Dear Secretary, 

17, GROSVENOR PLACE. 
SW1X 7HR 

Telephone: 0171-235 2171 

Direct Line: O 171-201 2 

Fax: 0171-245 6961 

* 

·� 
1'

. P. TEAHON 

A. S. DONLON 
MR. T DALTON 

Conversation with John Chilcot 

Sir John Chilcot, Permanent Under Secretary at the Northern Ireland Office, 
came to lunch at the Embassy today. Following are the main Points of our 
conversation. 

Unionist Sentiment 

Chilcot gave me a copy of a paper prepared by Robin Eames analysing the 
current situation in Northern Ireland in the aftermath of Drumcree and outlining 
steps that might be taken on political issues, religion, parades, and policing. He 
adverted to a theme taken up by Sir Patrick Mayhew here on Wednesday - that 
policy had failed to appreciate the depth of feeling within Unionism and 
Protestantism in Northern Ireland and the sense of threat and foreboding that 
people, even moderate people, in the Protestant commwlity felt about their 
future. In the light of the events of the past few weeks he felt the question had 
to be asked: how after almost two years of relative peace and stability in 
Northern Ireland could a parade produce such a virulent reaction from the two 
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communities and generate such hostility both to the forces of law and order and 
between the two sides? He himself had no answer but he thought that the two 
Governments needed to address it and he felt that in this context Eames's 
contribution was worthy of consideration. 

I said that the same question must occur to any observer of the Northern Ireland 
scene. One answer clearly lay in the lack of political leadership of quality as 
pointed to by Hugh .A.nnesley yesterday. And was it a coincidence that �e new 
mood, even in what one would regard as moderate Unionism, coincided with 
the advent of David Trimble as Party leader? Chilcot took the point but felt 
that the issue was deeper than the leadership of the Unionist Party. As with 
Sir Patrick, I cautioned against actions or statements designed to reassure 
Unionists that would have an equal but opposite effect on the nationalist side. 
The fact was that both communities needed reassurance. This was best done by 
both Governments sticking to the agenda they had set for themselves in the all
Party talks based on the Downing Street Declaration and the Framework 
Docwnents. 

Mood in the Conservative Party 

Chilcot then turned to the mood within the Conservative Party saying that the 
widespread feeling within the Party for Unionist concerns could not have 
escaped our notice. I acknowledged that this was so but wondered whether it 
was wider and deeper than at the time of the Anglo-Irish Agreement. And I 
noted that during Monday's debate several prominent members had been 
critical of the Orange Order's activities. I suggested that part of the reason for 
the situation he described was the jockeying for position and power amongst 
the Tories. Part of it was old ties of sentiment. Part of it was the influence of 
Cranbome. And part of it was the new concern about the future of the Union, 
fed by the debate on Scotland and the European Union. Chilcot acknowledged 
all these factors but said that in his view something more was happening. What 
he termed "a new chemistry'' was operating within the Conservative Party 
which bound members more closely to the Unionist cause. The curious thing 
was that unlike many other issues of policy it was not based on any public 
feeling or demand in Britain. He detected no mood in the country on this issue 
to which members were responding. He admitted that he found this difficult to 
describe or even explain but he was convinced it was there. 
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Prime Minister's Attitude 

I noted what Chilcot said about the mood of the Conservative Party but said 
that it would be contrary to our joint interests if this were to translate into any 
change of policy emphasis, particularly in relation to the range of basic 
agreements and documents that fonned the core of our cooperation. We were 
concerned that the instruments of the Anglo-Irish agreement had not been used 
over Drumcree and the delay in responding to our request for an IGC. I also 
·noted that the Prime Minister had failed to respond directly to Tony Blair"s
demand for reassurance at Question Time yesterday in relation to the Anglo.
Irish Agreement, the Downing Street Declaration and other negotiated
agreements. Chilcot acknowledged this but warned against over-interp1e�ng
British statements. Major was very sore at the Taoiseach's Friday night
interview on the BBC. He had felt that he and the Taoiseach had covered the
ground fully in their previous telephone conversation and was therefore
surprised and taken aback to hear the Taoiseach's views so openly and
forcefully expressed. This may have affected his response yesterday.

Belfast Talks 

Chilcot said that in many ways the key to the future of the talks lay with 
Trimble. He confirmed the view expressed to me by Mayhew that Trimble was 
willing to deal on the Rules of Procedure and the Agenda. But Trimble was a 
volatile character. That was his position today. What it would be on Monday 
was another matter. i said that agreement on the agenda was crucial if we are 
to keep alive the talks process and stressed the real and deep concern of the 
SDLP. 

Chilcot was fully aware of this and was reasonably confident that the line being 
pursued by the two Governments would succeed. But looming behind the deal 
on procedures was the question of decommissioning and here he was less 
sangume. 

Ceasefire 

I asked Chilcot if the British position remained as agreed between the two 
Governments - that a restoration of the ceasefire of August 1994 was sufficient 
to enable Sinn Fein to take part in the talks. He confirmed that it was but 
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thought that in the light of recent events (Manchester, Osnabruck, recent arms 
finds) political opinion here would require some lapse of time between the 
declaration of the ceasefire and entry into the talks. This is similar to the line 
taken by Sir Patrick with me a fortnight ago. Wl'.\at he was certain of was that 
another IRA attack involving significant loss of life would so alienate political 
and public opinion here as to make Sinn Fein involvement, even with a 
subsequent ceasefire, impossible. He still sees a ceasefire as a remote 
possibility, not immediately, but at the end of August, to coincide with the 
anniversary of the 1994 cessation. 

I asked if the British side had any recent contact with Sinn Fein at official level. 
He said that they had not, and in current circumstances were unlikely to have 
any. This did not represent a formal change in policy, but they had not 
received from Sinn Fein what he called "a persuasive request" for a meeting. 

Drumcre� 

After yesterday's extensive discussion in the IGC I saw little use in going over 
the ground on Drumcree, but there is one point worth noting. Chilcot recalled 
that in responding.to our questions yesterday Mayhew said that he had 
communicated to Archbishop Eames the 10 o'clock deadline for an 
accommodation (subsequently amended to 10.30 ifl remember correctly) and 
that he had not been in touch with the other churchmen. Mayhew had 
deliberately stopped his intervention at that point; but Chilcot wondered 
whether we had drawn the inference intended. I said that it had occurred to me 
that Eames could have communicated the deadline to the others including the 
Cardinal, but was it the case that Mayhew actually requested this or understood 
that this is what Eames would do? Chilcot avoided a direct answer but gave me 
to understand that this was in fact the case. He said that the issue had been 
explained to the Cardinal and that he had reason to believe that the Cardinal 
now also accepted this version of events. 

Derr:y 

Like others here Chilcot sees the Apprentice Boys parade in Derry as another 
potential flashpoint but is hopeful that local negotiation can arrive at a solution. 
He is encouraged by Hume's active involvement and by the what he sees as the 
constructive attitude taken by Paisley. 
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The British had noted a relatively cool attitude on our part yesterday to their 
idea for a Parades Review but hoped that we would respond constructively to 
their proposals. They hope to let us have draft terms of reference today and 
would welcome our views on these as well as our suggestions for names. They 
saw the review as an opportunity for cross commwuty clialogue on one of the 
most sensitive and difficult issues in Northern politics and as a means of. 
generating cross community agreement. They were of course aware that their 
proposals were quite different to the Taoiseach's idea for a commission to 
arbitrate cases of disputed routes but did not rule out that such a mechanism 
could emerge from the Review. He thought the terms of reference could refer 
to possible mechanisms to cover our concerns on this point. 

-

SDLP 

Chilcot confirmed that he has frequent contact with John Hume and laid some 
emphasis on Hume' s efforts to work out a series of statements (by Sinn Fein 
and the British Govermnent?) that would help restore the ceasefire. � had 
been present at the SDLP meeting with the Prime Minister the other day and 
detected signs of tension between Hume and Mallon. Mallon was clearly 
worried about the Party's electoral future whereas Hume was more interested in
the overall peace strategy even at the expense of the Party. 

Labour Pam: 

Chilcot remarked on the absence of creative or forward thinking within the 
Labour Party. He now has frequent contact with Mow lam and her adviser 
Nigel Warner but finds them preoccupied with the day to day at the expense of 
long-tenn thinking. I said that this may well be because they agree with the 
current policy of the two Governments based on the Declaration and the 
Frameworks. Chilcot thought that they should be going further than that. They 
don't seem to have begun to think of a strategy to cope with a breakdown in the 
current talks and the consequences of that for Labour policy on the eve of 
taking over pow�r, for example in the security area. This developed into a 
discussion on the policy alternatives available to any British Government in 
these circumstances where I pressed the point that a purely security response 
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would be entirely inadequate and counter-productive. l saw no real alternative 
to sticking with the current approach. Chilcot tended to agree but thought that 
current policy had only one more life in it. After that new approaches might 
need to be looked at including initiatives at local level - what he described ss a 
kind of rolling devolution from the ground up. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ted Barrington 
Ambassador 
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CURRENT SmJATION

The Most Reverend Dr Robin Eames, Archbishop of Armagh.

. I 
• ·•· _; ·•· , ••• . •. I •• , .•• 

!, Following what has been generaUy accepted to have been one of

the worst periods in our histop' the time has come to look ahead. 

The angCT and resentment Selfrated by recent events have driven

new wed es of suspicion betfeen OUT communities and trust has

been sh ed in many i SU!l�S.- Last week we faced the abyss.

We saw. it.. We felt it. No one can 6VC'f again view it as

3. 

jmagin 

I exp to air who have lost love<l ClrtCS in

recent d , to those who ve been driven from their homes,

injured r threatened.. . Wi ut; �eivation 1 again· condemn the

vioJence which occurred du g I the Drumcree stand-off and the 

violence which followed the � on the Garvaghy Road. . Not

even 
. 

can justify 
-�

c ;J;· to� all that violence. 

In recen ·days we have seen . naked face of sectarian hatred in

this Pro · nee. That face produced words and actions which

are total - unacceptable in � civilised society. Sectarianism has

long the major influen
� 

i� .·Northern lre)and. But in the 

past w we saw it a1. its v ryl'worst No longer can anyone

plead th the temperature of ectmianism has diminished. It is

alive an active. That is a t1ir, 

. , . 4. I unde d the depth of feel��;in Protestant and Roman Catholic

· areas at esent. I understand the reasons for those feelings. 1

1 • . � have ived many mcssag1'.telling me of Protestant and Roman

1- .. ; .. _ .· l Catholi9�ons to events.
I 

r have met many ofboth traditions

I!_ ·" .. ;.r_,� .. -'._: • ::iu:t: =�::i:r.�:t:11!::i:::,:::.ted � r:;

f :· II'.\ =r ��:!ilities no� of us doubt the depth of those

C::a :,;.. I 
©�i��•� . �- i-1/98/f 5
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j I 
5. In receni _days, religious and political lcadbrs of the nationalist

commu� have spoken of the feelings !of their community.
They ha�e spoken of anger, resentment. and uncertainty. They
have e�ssed the nc¥ ��r parity o� es� respect for deeply-
held principles and due recognition of rights. . 

6. 

7i. 

t · ·-· 

.. ! .... ,· .•... :.� .,

Within the Protestant ·community there is an equal depth of

emotion at this time. '. So many Protestants have spoken to me of
their djsgust at the violence of word or action which bas emanated
from within their community. But they too �ve been the subject
of attack; The burning of church build

£
, homes, buSUlcss

property,:intimidation 9ut ofhonies, physical attacks on people and
other threats have been inflicted on the esmnt community.
Such attacks have generated the same fear �d resentment in that
community as hav:e r· _ ilar atta�s �irec _ against the Roman
Catholic community. ' 

. . 

Leaders of the natio.�t. community have wn attention to the 
resentment caused by I what. is perceived triumphalism in the 

· loyalist community. I · I W1
!3

"l such n:actions. 
Triumph�lism is i� own form of sectan . _ But such feelings 
on the part of nationalists must be balanced y the recognition that 
within the lllljonist COQJfflunity there is a �cptiOn On the part Of 
many that their future ip unsure, that their po$ition �as been eroded 
by events <W� whi� �ey have little con�l and that. their �ews 
are being ignored. Perception such may be.: But experience has 
shown us that the· peteeption can quickly become. tbe reality in 
Northem�:Ireland. This feeling. is illustrat¥ by such phrases as 
"we have- given in all along the line and have l,ad nothing in 
return.,, i With all such perceptions there are. those in both 
communities �y to �anipula.te f�ars and � build fear upon fear. 
This feeling -�s a major basis for uncertainty and lack of confidence 
among �nic;nists. : Somehow that uncertainty and lack of 
confidence .nust be reµioved and replaced by confidence which 
wil1 not � , threat to their neighbours. 

. i . \ 
. 

i· ' . .. . 
It is now! IJorc urgent than ever th�t. po!iticaJ sol�tions are found. 
The statenent by Senator Mitchell that * believes there are 
grounds fir h_ope that political dialogue is porsiblc,°.is encouraging 

• I 

.. . . .. 
. I 
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to us alL ,: No one doubts-the overwhelming yearning for peace. 
But equally oo one should undcr-ostimatel the problems facing 
political leaders. We all appeal to them to �double their efforts 
to find. a. political solution. A political soJution acceptable across 

1 
the board· could solve so m� other issues. A failure t.o find jt 
would condemn us all to_years of misery. 

ut the
!

litical process of its own will not solve all our problems. 
cone d united campaign to convince' people of both traditions 
� they . �ve a part -to 'pfay is essential. At all costs people h_ave 

o feel th_at they own the peace process and are not meroly
spectators.

· is �· time for all c;hristians to pray in their church� and in
ir ho�es for our situation. The power of prayer is a powerful

·nfluence on events. __ We must continually seek the strength of
od as w�, seek a j� .W?-Y forward. . . f. . 

r 

PRACJ"ICAL ISSURS 

I 
. -1
. I 

the de#h off eeJing and the Jack. of trust I feel we must now seek 
c forward.. We must remember the lessons of the past few 

We must allow the anger to be replaced by reasonableness. 
not just go back to the drawing-board. We must. discover the 

board. itself.
_ f. .

olitiealll�os: 

· is a time when the political process is under severe scrutiny.
e qu · on is whether that process_ is capable of ·matching the

ccds of ·s hour. It is a time for forceful and honest expression 
f party Ii tic� positions . 

s inentablc that procedural questions must be faced in 
e '"'•...,....t poltical discussions there is a growing wish throughout 
e co to see real pc;,Jitical dialogue commence. Such 

ialogue uld do muc'1 to fill the vacuum which can too easily be 
I 
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ther than politicians.. The urgency of such discussions
over-emphasised. 

co encement. of political dialogue with the acceptance of
itc ell Principles is now more urgent than ever. 

' 
ration of the. ceasefire by the PIRA would affect much

m . · the party political �rocess. · It would be· en other step
al g-th · _l�ng road to:huildingne.w trusL .. . .

d the loyalist paramilitaries on the maintenance of their 
cedaefi under great provocation. They have not always received

reco · ition of this positiqn. 
·: . , I 

mus face reality at thi"s tibie. Northern Ireland is a part of the
. . . . . ' 

·ngdom. No chanef in that st.anJs can take place without 
co........... of a majority t of its people-. This fact is 
ow _dged by bo� the Btjtish md Jri_sh governments.

pr vision sb�uld _ P.J'C>vifi� con�dcnce to unionis1s and allow
to ndicate wi� ���sity m their attitudes to nationalists.

��l also enCO!J.�� .�":ff, effort to exhibit respect, parity of
__ ._._· d justice for natiQnali� their fellow citfa.ens jn the 

J'e:lll)OllS 

Unionist confidence should be · matched with . ' 
. 

. , 
. .  

l::,\&lwly · tionalists cu do �uch to ! acknowlcdg� the feelings of 
oni and thereby make a contribution to overall community

1d Beyond their justified anger at recent events 
n on sts must find a new sense of belonging, identity with and 

� � ility to the state in which they live.· The unionist· 
that national:sts have never accq,ted the validity of the 

. i Northern lr�lmd con�n�
� 

to influt?l� their aujtude 
iWBlmgUteir Roman Ca:holic neigh urs. .. 

! . . ·_·
of identity in•a siate bothf communitics can respect and

they give their allegiance tolds the key to rclationshi� 
��:JI the two traditi<ns.. It must be a two-way process 

� mutual �espect of relirus, political . and cultural
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1. It lo g been claimed there is a crisis of religious/party
poli cal · entity in Northern land. It has also been claimed
that v dentification oi re1 • ous labels with political identities
has us the crisis. · · · · Wi can no, longer ignore the purely

ous · · ension to our Jmtblems. _ 'Ibere is a Jack of trust

Det"\.W!t!!'I testants and � Catholics. The Churches must 
r responsibility-� "1is situation. They cannot wash 

illllianca of their part togctht with other influences for a failure
,.,,.._ .... _. an attitudes. Much has been achieved of late in 
h understanding. ut the past few weeks have shown 
has milcd. It is �ly the duty of each Church to � 

2. 

I ,  

e. Para

hat it can do to ov·--c sectarian division. This 

es: 

the Churches a maj . challenge. 

· · stian witness . stians must find new ways of 
the uni� o the Go� of love. While 
the genuine feeling.; of its members each Church must 
y its responsibiJity !for building real bridges across the 

. I . . .. 
• l 

I .. ' . . . 

ln both !co unities parad� and �ions are a part of ihcir tradition.
There are --•Aes which �Ve a �li-�ous, a political, a commemorative
or a protest ernfflt to thCJ?. lt is i"}port:ant to �ote that it is a minority 
of such: oc _ ons _which. g� �bHc _disorder. However such 
parad�: et much publicity and present a divisive picture of this 
society ac the world. 

·. � n· rwJt . ; d -. gh 
j . . d . , 

1 u� &1• m�� an tl:� ri t to p� can be an are. on. occasions

. . . . 

manipt or purposes beyond the 8j= of the event itself.

It is impo to �ote th� �uch mote Is inv�J,red in the issue of parades

than questi of a right to march or a right to object. Parades arc a 
. cameo ofN Irehu:d's divisions.: A political solution acceptable 
to the who communi� would do JnUCh to reduce the problem of 
parades in e er rmmu1ity. -

- .. 

.. 
I 

\ ' 
l ,. •. '. \ 
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�.: .: . 

��111"' 9fState has annom1ced a review of the par.1dcs issue. It

be·• .what will be involved in this.review.. But in the

fl'it'-j--nt �eriti it must be addressed as a matter of grcai. urgency.

be put on a 'long finger': The Government has a clear duty

without delay in this regard. . . . . • 

l · 
. 

. . . . 

ggcst from my experience some possible steps towards a

f. .. e problems 9.f. �tiqu_� parades:

ible as long before the da- of a parade occurs a•

,.,.__ble every effort should be made to reach a balance between

,the ri . to march and � views of those who oppose it.

1Mediati n is desirabJc and agreement essential. But it is 

!im si le to solve such issues at. short notice. 
\ 

Th . 
0 

lS .·
. 
0 real sub�tuk � ��ent beforehand in such cases.I 

. 
. 

• I 

1.!i,ll'ff',j-"'ent _is·. imp<>SS�blc ai that early stage esc-h party

ld I allowed a �er limited period of reflection in which

CC111ntltlt_>dation may still be possible. 
� • I 

: .· ' ; . . ' . . 

at �ese prer .. ·ary stages society � a right to

e provision i for adjudication be it a judicial ar other
. • •• t 

• 
• • . ' 

. ,, . _· 
. . .  

I 

I 

.s· I 
. I 

. - sensitive°' aspect o�our community than that of poHcing.

,tances society has looked to the police to achieve what it has

achieve itself: 1n:the divisions of Northern Ireland the

in 'no-win situatio11'.: However no difficult}' or dilemma
I 

I 
·· 

can er be . excuse for behaviour or. conduct which falls below the

high dar expected of police injany deroocnitlc socid}'; Jt must be

ackn<JWicdged that no olner EuropCF, police force ha.<11-!i subjected to

such .--Go_ ....... , physical attack or prplonged peri� of tcrrori� than the

R.U. • it ThtF are Illll1Y people ,n both communities �ho owe their

lives o the RlU.C. The sacrifice of the R.U.C. during 25 years of

ten-on:sm·,·as· too easny forgotten.

\. ... .. 
·•

I . 

. . 

.
I 

I· 

I 

. • i • •  ; • ·., 
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��i;l,O,Uilhy of the police throughout the community it seeks to serve is

1 ifit is to do i� work effectively. · At present that�ility

docs ot exist in the nationalist community. The percepµon that the

police ha� dealt less fairly with nationalists than unionists cxjstS

throu out the Roman Catholic communily. In the unionist

comm ity altjtudes to the R.U.C. have' fluctuated depending on

chang ng circumstances. Jn both communities accusations of political

invoi ent� influence -�-�t;C?��� appear frequently. 

cceuability of the police in any community depends on various factorS.

cm Ireland it. cannot be sepr..ted from a political solution to-the

oblems of the Province. � long as we lack a political solution

le to the entire community policing will continue to be in a 'n�

; · . . : ... 
. . 

and fairness oftre8-l of.both communities must.not only be

but .. be.seen to be tbe norm. . what form· the police will take in

the UINII- ah� how it is con� 8Jl(r liow it will find acccptabi1ily

will b dictated by political �iutiom to ��!tical ��_lems. 

No lice ftittc can be;�·to; svi�·the problems the rest of the

community bas failed to address. : . 

But e� in a �od of �i � is· no substitute' for an ilnparliul,

indep dent police force in. N:orthem I�land� 
-

. . .... . . . . 

. J�.: . 
. .  ..... 

.. - -
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